MOSBJERG 2015
Security- & rules of order

Hello all participants.
A prerequisite for a good camp in Mosbjerg is that we all follow the rules of good scouting, which entail
sensible conduct toward others and taking care of each other, familiarizing ourselves with the technical
aspects and security measures around our pioneering projects, using the proper materials for these
projects, and preparing ourselves for possible accidents.
A good camp is when we can all go home in one piece with nothing but good memories.
The camp leaders and the security manager have therefore set up rules for how we want the camp to be
run.
The following items are covered by these rules.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Camp-design
Fire safety
Pioneering
Rules concerning camp order
Driving inside the camp
First aid

Ad.1 Camp-design
The camp is laid out in accordance with the regulations for larger tent camps, wherefore the camp is
split into areas no larger than 2000 m2 intersected by fire access roads.
The plan has been approved by the local emergency management agency. The plan states that there can
be no obstacles of any kind on the fire access roads.
You are to follow the publication ”Fire Safety Rules” which can be found here:
http://dds.dk/sites/default/files/u11929/Brandsikkerhed-i-teltlejre-05_03_2004.pdf
You can use Google Translate to translate and read the rules in your own language.
The most important rules:




The tents have to be placed in groups with no more than 8 tents to a group. The 8 tents can be
placed as you wish in rows, circles or other, but an area of at least 2 meters in every direction
must be kept clear around each group, counting from the end of one tent’s guy rope to that of
another tent. The rules apply for ordinary scouting tents.
If you bring tents higher than 2 meters, the security distance increases so that it matches the
height of the highest tent.

Illustration of the idea off ”Guy rope to guy rope”

That means: No more than 8 tents to a group
At least 2 meters to the neighbouring group
At least 3 meters from tent to fireplace

Examples of tent placements
Ad.2 Fire security
For each group of 8 tents, there has to be a set of fire fighting equipment including:




1 metal fire beater
1 hand fire pump with 2x10 litres of water (always filled) - The hand fire pumps may
be replaced with other approved equipment.
1 bucket with at least 10 litres of water.

NB! Open fire has to be put out if you leave your camp or when you go to sleep.
In case of fire in your camp:







Secure that everybody is safe.
Put down the object on fire to avoid spreading of the fire ( if possible)
Alert the camp information centre (Number received at arrival)
Begin fire fighting with the equipment you have
Put out road guides to guide the fire brigade towards the fire
If you have put out the fire by yourself, the security team has to approve the area.

Other fire safety regulations:




Flammable fluids have to be kept by a leader.
It is allowed to use gas rings, but max. 5 kg gas cylinders, and only one cylinder per
group.
Extra gas cylinders can be stored with the camp technicians. Remember to mark
stored cylinders with your group’s name.

Ad. 3 Camp Pioneering









Fetch the publication ”Security in pioneering” on http://dds.dk/sikkerhed-til-spejd
Your leaders are responsible for your constructions, your technical equipment and
that materials used are suitable for the purpose.
Your leader has to control your constructions every day.
When pioneering higher than 3 meters, you have to use fall protection equipment
and a safety helmet.
Holes for wastewater have to be properly marked.
Fireplaces have a suitable dimension (at least 1,5 x 1,5 meters) Remember to
secure the edges.
Keep the camp tidy so tripping accidents are avoided.
Grass turfs are fenced in and in case of drought you have to water the grass turfs
frequently.

Ad. 4 Rules of camp conduct









The camp is quiet between 11 pm and 7 am. You are of course allowed to hang out
quietly in you own camp area. Any orders from the night guard are to be obeyed.
It is forbidden to use the fire safety water for water fights or other.
Keep the toilet- and washing areas clean. Remember to close the water tap.
Personal washing and hygiene is only done at the designated wash areas and in
bathrooms.
Dishwashing is done in your camp, and wastewater is put in the wastewater holes.
Remember to bring hot water for dishwashing and hand cleaning after visiting the
toilets.
Cooking is a good activity, but remember the hygiene.
The tent of your responsible leader has to be properly marked.

Alcohol- og smoking policy







Before the Jamboree you should have made up your own mind concerning alcohol.
Drinking alcohol is prohibited during activities with the scouts.
Children under the age of 18 are not allowed to bring alcohol into camp.
Leaders and seniors older than 18 years are allowed to drink alcohol with
moderation in designated areas.
Intoxicated behaviour may cause exclusion from the camp.
Smoking may take place at your own- or at the camp’s fireplace.

Ad. 5 Driving inside the camp:








Saturday July 25th at 18 pm - all vehicles must be out of the camp.
Saturday August 1st after 9.00 am - you are allowed to fetch your group’s luggage
by car inside the camp.
During the camp only vehicles with a visible permit are allowed inside the camp.
The camp is a public area wherefore only people with a driver’s license are allowed
to drive inside the camp area.
When driving in the camp area you have to be considerate and responsible.
Vehicles are to be parked on the camp parking place during the camp.
Handicapped participants can receive a special permit for driving inside the camp.

Ad. 6 First Aid









The medical facility in the camp is placed just north of the canteen.
The medical facility is manned day and night with competent first aid personnel.
Your group is bringing first aid equipment for minor injuries and can assist with first
aid in accordance with your expertise.
For more severe injuries you estimate if the patient can be brought to the medical
facility or if you have to call for an ambulance.
If an ambulance is necessary, contact the information office, and they will call for
an ambulance.
Put out road guides for the ambulance – remember to send a leader with the
patient.
Make sure, that all participants are bringing their medical insurance cards along
and any personal medication.
If medicine needs to be refrigerated please contact the first aid personnel.

People responsible:
Camp leaders, camp technicians and the security committee will ensure that the rules and
regulations above are upheld.
Representatives for the camp leaders will visit your camp area to make sure the rules are
followed.
Between 11 pm and 7 am teams will circulate the camp to secure peace and watch for
fires.
All groups are expected to supply 1 or 2 persons for the night guard during the camp.

Security leader John Kold

Phone: +45 40 22 17 27

Mail: johnekold@gmail.dk

